RALLY CANCELLED

ISSUE 4

NEW
APPOINTMENTS

Sadly we have had to cancel To try and get more members Wales+West..Stephen Hendry
this year’s rally, the turnout or active we have appointed two Scotland...Richard Payne
rather the lack of turnout
new officers and expanded
would render it unfeasible. No NBU structure to cover more Any member willing to be
spin, no excuses the fact is regions, John Thomson will active in these areas will be
passed on to the relevant
that the majority of our
lead the way in the North
National Officer in each
members seem to lack the
East and Terry Mayer in the
area/country.
courage of their convictions. South East.
Even when the rally is being
held in their own back yard
they still don’t attend. If we
don’t stand up for British
Fascism, if we can’t be proud
of what we are, how on earth
can we expect the people to
support us?
The money saved from
staging the rally will be used
to promote the movement in
other ways. The dedicated
members will continue to
attend events like the London
Forum etc, we will continue to
spread Mosley's message
wherever and whenever we
can, we will continue to send
The Blackshirt to every
member to keep them
North...... Paul Arnold
informed and, we will
North West....Clive Jones
continue to urge you all to
North East..John Thomson
embrace Fascism and to standEast.......Claire Ambler
up and stand tall!
South......David Smith
South East...Terry Mayer
South West..vacant

If you want to become active
please fill in the new form on
our website
http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
nbu-office-contacts.html
Or email;
officer@newbritishunion.co.uk
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all other races must be
Arab’s enslaved more
appeased, when in fact it Africans than the
Having recently read an was the white race,
Europeans, the Africans
article referring to
through Britain who were sold their fellow Africans
“racist” stickers being the first to outlaw slavery, into slavery in return for
stuck around
which is still present in
firearms, which they used
Merseyside, I feel that Africa and the Middle East, to butcher each other and
there should be some
it was the white race who round up more Africans for
clarity on the whole
developed medicine and
slavery, the
issue of what counts as medical care, with figures Asians/Orientals spent
racism and what
such as Sir Alexander
hundreds of years
doesn’t. My interpretation Fleming, and Florence
slaughtering each other,
of racism is where a race of Nightingale, it was the
and pillaging and raping
people are insulted in an white race who discovered each other, take Genghis
aggressive manner, or
and explored the World,
Kahn for example who
physically harmed. Racism again with figures such as supposedly raped
does not entail a song
Christopher Columbus, and thousands of women, and
about sheep, police officers James Cook (Captain
scientists estimate there
lawfully shooting criminals, Cook), and it was the white are 16 million men
or stickers, which aim to
race who have been the
descended from him in
remind white people to
forefront in inventing,
modern society as a result
have pride in their race.
architecture and art, with of this, the Indian’s
Now had these stickers
figures such as Leonardo enslaved , and slaughtered
singled out ethnic groups, da Vinci, Galileo Galilei,
each other under their
and demanded they be
these are but a few of the barbaric Caste System, and
persecuted then they would white race’s achievements. when the British
be classified as racist, and To reiterate there is nothing government outlawed ‘Sati’
the culprits be
wrong with being proud of (the process in which a
reprimanded, as racial
your race’s achievements, widow is thrown kicking
division is not beneficial to and before the left wing
and screaming onto their
the country. As a society, jump in there with ‘the
husband’s funeral fire, and
for some reason we have whites did this, that and
burnt alive with his body),
come to the decision that the other’, all races have
the Indians began their
whites are ‘evil’, and
committed atrocities, the War of Independence.

PRIDE
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The New British Union
does not persecute on ethnic group that is not
suffering under our current
accounts of what we
white’, and is number one, political situation, and
look like. We acknowledge for gun crime in the UK). those who are benefiting
that there are differences People coming from Islamic from it, as most can see
between races, and these countries are more likely to that fascism is fair and just
differences should be
be terrorists, fact (look at to all who are law-abiding
celebrated, not hidden
the recent EU panic over citizens. We must now do
behind closed doors. I do refugees from said
everything in our power to
find it hilarious, how it is
regions). Right wing
further the Fascist cause,
perfectly acceptable to the ideologies are plausible,
and secure the future for
left wing to claim that a
fact. The right wing is
our people.
black male has a large
growing and becoming
phallus, but it is ‘racist’ to more socially acceptable,
suggest that people from even though the lefties
Islamic countries are more claim it isn’t, fact. Now
likely to be terrorists than what we are now pushing
people from other nations. for and it is becoming more
The far left, and the left in likely with every passing
general’s biggest fear is
day, is making fascism
fact, they cannot dispute it, mainstream. Already we
their cries of racism now
have seen ex-Conservative,
fall on deaf ears as the
Labour, and UKIP
British population is starting supporters who have
to wake up, and realise
become disillusioned with
what was, ‘stereotyping’ is the current system join our
starting to become fact.
ranks, and we saw a
Ethnic, especially black
noticeable surge in our
communities do tend to be numbers after the 2015
more violent, fact (look at General Election, as it
Birmingham, ‘42% of the showed democracy doesn’t
population are from an
work. Our message appeals
to both those who are
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LOYALTY TO LEADER,
PARTY AND COMRADES
Some 'nationalists' do not, stands for the regeneration of pin on a fascist badge or pull
or can not understand the Britain for the benefit of every on a black shirt, but unless
man, woman and child.
they prove by their life and
wearing of political
Each Blackshirt knows that
actions that they are Fascist
uniform, they assume a
they
are
a
unit
in
a
vast
in spirit, they are no more
patronising air towards new
organisation and that fascism deserving of loyal support
Fascism and its principles.
is being built up on the
than any other hypocrite.
Frank constructive criticism
hurts nobody, and he is not a
true fascist who still believes
that descretion is the better
part of valour. We are growing
out of the old nationalist
creeds, and we shall have to
shed many of the comfortable
old lies, disloyalty and illdiscipline of the old gang
which in these days are an
incumbrance we cannot
afford.
These people could never be integrity of its members.
Fascist. they have neither the Implicit loyalty to our leader
vigour nor the enthusiasm in and to all that he stands for is
their character necessary to absolutely essential, but this
such a movement. mentally does not imply a blind
they are well-equipped but
admiration of everything that
their spirit is deficient.
anyone wearing a fascist
Old nationalists refuse to
badge may say or do. On the
recognise the virtue and the contrary, it means the sincere
value of service, leadership and rigid upholding of a
and discipline, all of which are principle at any cost.
fundamentals of Fascism. The
Black shirt is a symbol of
True loyalty has a keen eye
unity, abolishing class
for defects in organisation
differences and it is certainly and a critical estimate of
patriotic. It is a symbol which human character. Anyone can
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but with a movement of
fascism.
'thousands' we should be able
to do better than this.
Hail Raikes.
Naturally my ticket money will
be donated to the cause.
Tracey Smith
long live British fascism.
Disappointing, but not
Mark Taylor
surprising news.
It seems there are too many
I am very disappointed with armchair activists in all right
the lack of support for our
wing groups these days. They
rally. I expected better,
are happy to 'talk the talk',
especially from the elite
but not get off their backsides
group. It does call into
and 'walk the walk', so to
Welcome to issue four we question their commitment to speak - not even for meetings
were hoping to be reporting our cause.
with their own comrades.
on this years rally but sadly it In Mosley's words " Those
How they expect to save our
has been cancelled, this issue who march with us will
country, culture and people
your say features emails from certainly face abuse"......." In with that attitude is beyond
disappointed members.
return we can offer them a me.
deep belief that they are
I know Karen plans to email
fighting so that a great land you with her views on the
YOUR SAY
may live."
situation, so I'll leave it to her
I feel too many comrades are to say more.
I can't believe folks can't be not fulfilling their
bothered to get off their arses commitment. I intend to
Best wishes,
to attend their own rally. I
march on, keep active, attend
understand not everyone
forums, speak up at meetings Mark.
wants, or can, do marches, or with local councillors and
put themselves in the front promote the cause as dictatedSorry to hear that the rally
line on the streets, for family by my leader. It is an honour has been cancelled could you
or professional reasons, but to continue to attend events let me know about the
not even to make the effort to with my comrade Mark,
London forums as I would like
go to one annual meeting of spreading the message and to attend if that's OK hope to
like minded folks is pathetic!. representing the New British hear from you soon.
some folks can be double
Union. I am proud to stand
booked, or not able to afford up, stand tall and embrace
Terry
transport /accommodation,
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Hi There,
You have kept me on the
the loss of anonymity and the Workers Party which ceased
mailing list and I am sorry to threat of some real action,
to exist 70 years ago, to be a
hear the stories of members they dried up and blew away. Nazi one would need to be
not attending for one reason
1, a national Socialist
or the other.
American Fascist
2, a German and
I live in Spain now, I have
3 Be living in Europe pre
done for the past two years,
1945.
no intention of returning to
As we are not any of these
the UK now or ever.
labelling us Nazi is at least
My England and that of my
miss-leading at worse a plain
forefathers has been sold out
old fashioned lie. We are
to let the Muslim invader take
British Fascists following the
over, I feel so sorry for the
creed of Sir Oswald Mosley
sons and daughters that will
that was based on Italian
grow up under Sharia law.
Fascist syndicalism. We have
Spain had their Muslim rule,
an absolute right to take our
and kicked them out in the
message to the people and
end.
we will defend freedom of
It would be nice to see that
speech against the anti-British
happen in the UK,but fear it
anti-democratic elements in
will not happen in my lifetime!
Moray that wish to deny the
people of Elgin the chance to
I wish you all luck for the
attend a public meeting.
future.
Once again we see the
David
headlines
declaring
Nazis
on
Kind regards
the loose shock horror! The
left have used this tactic for
Sorry to hear about this, Gary.decades to discredit any party
or movement that hold a
I can certainly sympathize.
different political view to
Had exactly the same
experience, twice, when we themselves. The mass of
people now have a pavlonian
attempted to have an AFP
get-together. Lots of armchair response to the very word.
The fact is that the term was
generals and computerwarriors, but when faced with used to describe members of
the National Socialist German
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The creed of
British Fascism
Actually individuals are rapidly would then fix fair prices,
The object of British Fascism losing any sense of fulfilling a eliminating cut-throat
is to set up a Coporate State, basic function for the benefit competition, and fair rates of
this is built on the analogy of of the community, under the wages, preventing
the human body which is
cover of democracy and the exploitation.
composed of many millions of fetish of individual liberty,
All these Corporations would
cells all working in harmony. men engage in making a
be under the control of the
The State is composed of
living by striving and
National Corporation, to take
many human individuals who competing against their fellow the place of the present
ought to be organised
men to gain a share of the
House of Lords, whose duty it
together to serve the State as spoils of civilisation. Fascism would be to direct the various
the cells of the body are
teaches that this is the wrong industries to the best interest
organised to serve the body. attitude to adopt, and is the of the State and of the
inevitable cause of the
community. The National
present distress and economicCorporation would also fix the
futility.
national standard of wage
In order to enable individuals rates so that the people could
to carry out their proper
consume the goods they
function in society Fascism
produce.
intends to reorganise the
Undoubtedly in order to set
industrial life of the country up such a highly organised
under a system of discipline state of society revolutionary
and control with a minimum methods would be required,
of interference with private and a temporary dictatorship
property and established
set up with power to over-ride
institutions.
all sectional interests,
Existing industries would be especially those of high
The members of one industry placed under the control of finance which would resist cobe they workers or employers Corporations on which would ordination. Once having
should combine together to sit representatives of the
established the new system,
carry out their function in
employers through their
however, all citizens would
society as do the cells of the Federations, representatives have the power to take part
human arm combine together of the workers through their in developing their particular
to carry out their function in Trade Unions, and
industry or profession to the
the interest of the body.
representatives of the
best advantage of the State,
consumers these Corporations and would have the right to
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express their opinion of how existence. We are grateful
civilised safety. Not so now.
best this would be
indeed that there is one
Look at the anarchy caused
accomplished.
institution in this country
by Western intervention in
Not only would they be able about which we can gather Iraq and Syria. In Assad's
to influence public affairs
our growing effort for the
Syria Jews, Christians and
once every few years by
regeneration of our country. other Muslim sects are free by
general election, but they
An institution which has
the law of the Alawite Muslim
would be able to have their weathered the storms of
government; homosexuals are
say in their Trade Unions,
political controversy in the
not thrown off of high
Employers Federations, and past and carries down its
buildings, there are no
very much more prominent glorious tradition of service to beheadings, nobody is burnt
occasions, and furthermore, a the Nation.
alive in cages and he was
new House of Commons
inclined to be a friend of the
would be instituted on an
Gary Raikes
West when it came to Islamic
occupational, in place of a
terrorism. The alternative to
regional franchise People
Assad is Islamic State with its
West must
would vote according to their
middle-ages fundamentalism.
trade or profession, doctors choose: it's
The West must choose
would be represented by
either Assad or between Assad and is.
doctors, teachers by teachers,
builders by builders, in fact a brutal IS.
Granville V Stone
house of experts would be
DONATE ON SITE HERE
returned, capable of giving
Many think of President Assad
advice on every matter of
DONATE ON SITE HERE
of Syria as a tyrant and a
public interest.
despotic dictator, as well he http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
In the present state of
propaganda-appeal.html
might be, but so are most
society, Fascism finds only
Middle Eastern and African
one great symbol about which rulers, about whom we in the
it can build up the greater
DONATE BY CHEQUE OR P.O
West do nothing or even
Britain of the future. this
actively help with our much
symbol is the Crown, Fascism derided foreign aid.
Gary Raikes
in Britain is loyal to the Queen
Hill of colp croft
and Royal Family, because it However under his rule his
Turriff
recognises them alone as
subjects had water, electricity, Aberdeenshire
standing high above the
schools, plenty of food and AB53 8HL
fractional strife, class war, and hospitals and could live in
the political rivalry of modern
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NEW STOCK IN STORE GRANVILLE'S THOUGHTS
The other night I watched the beloved Derbyshire I have a
Faroe Islands lose 6-0 at
very comfy life!
home to Portugal and what a
If anybody is interested you
proud North European,
can Google Granville V Stone
Germanic nation they are!
of Swanwick and a lot of my
From what I could see all
their players and subs were letters to papers will come up.
real Faroe folk not foreigners Some are from Leicester
Mercury and Nottingham
who might have some
forefather with a claim to be Evening Post so I suppose the
Derby paper must forward
from there. They were, of
them or they might copy from
course, all white unlike the
so-called England team with the Derby paper. My fame
spreads.
so few ethnic English.
Throughout the game the
6,000 fans sang, bounced in Our old friend and co-thinker
groups and swayed together. Jack Holland from Belper is
One bloke who looked like a slowly dying from liver cancer.
Viking with a great beard beat Jack was a weight lifter and
although not a tall man you
a drum non stop. Only six
fans came from Portugal and would step aside if you didn't
they were treated with real know him. So sad to see him
now as he is but a shadow of
friendship. When I spoke
about all this to my son Karl his former self. Jack has been
a good friend of Gary, Frank
who is a football fan [you
and mine since we were 12
have to be to be a season
and 13 and I would like those
ticket holder at Cork City
where he lives] and told him I of you who can pray to pray
for jack to be as comfortable
would love to live there he
told me I would have to live as he can be. Thanks.
on fish and whale blubber [I
don't know if this true] so as God pe healde,
a vegetarian since 1963 -eggs
and milk but no dead flesh - I Gran.
decided to abandon the idea.
Also here on Sleetmoor in my
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WHEN WILL THEY LEARN?
Following the catastrophic
can we now agree to begin
decision by no less than five
looking seriously at alternative
different patriotic or nationalist
ways of winning influence and
organisations to stand against
of subsequently acquiring
each other in the Batley & Spen
political power?
by-election yesterday, the
election result has been
WESTERN SPRING
declared and all five
organisations have been left
battered by experience, with
their energies spent, in what
was from the very start a forlorn
endeavour.
As can be seen from the table
below, despite a very low voter
turnout of just 25.8%, the
Labour Party candidate romped
home with the overwhelming
majority of the vote, leaving the
five patriotic/nationalist
candidates and the unofficial
Asian UKIP candidate with just
over two-thousand votes
between them.
Poor Richard Edmonds, a man
who is ‘Royalty’ in the eyes
most nationalists, was
unceremoniously stepped over
by the other patriotic candidates
in their clamour for their four
seconds of fame, and came
second from last behind the
aforementioned unofficial Asian
UKIP candidate. So can we now
agree that as a movement we
cannot continue to accept
humiliation on this scale and
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THE ROYAL AIR
FORCE & BRITISH
FASCISM

OTHER BOOKS BY NBU
MEMBER ROBERT WEST

The Untold Story of the
members of Sir Oswald
Mosley's Blackshirts who
served in the RAF during the
1930's and in World War II.
Large A4 size publication with
rare original photographs.
£5.95 inclusive of postage
and packing (Overseas rates
apply).
Cheques/postal orders
payable to "R. Best".

Fascism and Religion

Tolkien: Master of
Middle Earth

Send to: Best Publications
(A), 32 Tilletts Lane,
Horsham, West Sussex, RH12
3RD.
Online Paypal orders to:
bpsales68@outlook.com

Europe Unite!
-stevenbooks.co.uk

Whitechapel Murders,
The.
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THE MYTH OF CABLE STREET

to flight by Communists and In the remaining years of
For more than 70 years,
their left-wing allies.
peace, East London remained
Mosley’s enemies have
the Blackshirt heartland. At
maintained the myth that the The ‘Observer’ newspaper
his very last appearance in
East End rose up against the commented (7/3/1937): ‘the the district on May Day 1940
size of their vote was a
Blackshirts at the Battle of
Mosley addressed a friendly
Cable Street and British Union surprise even to those in
touch with the East end’. The crowd well in excess of
went into decline. Nothing
‘Guardian’ (5/3/1937) called it 100,000 at Victoria Park
could be further from the
Square.
‘a surprising indication of
truth. Arthur Mason, later
British Union District Leader strength’. Even the communistAlmost total censorship of
Mosley and British Union
for Limehouse, recalled that ‘Daily Worker’ (5/3/1937)
admitted: ‘a disturbing
activity in East London by the
in the two days after the
feature is the large number of press and the BBC left the
banned March, 600 new
votes they recorded’. In the rest of Britain generally
members joined the
November 1937 Borough
unaware of the growing
Limehouse branch alone.
Elections British Union
strength of Mosley’s
Five months later came the candidates moved up into
Blackshirts in this important
local elections which in those second place in Limehouse
working class area of Britain’s
days only the heads of
putting a Tory/Liberal
capital city. This assisted the
households could vote in. This coalition bottom of the poll. left-wing created myth that
effectively prevented Mosley’s The ‘Daily Worker’ noted
East Enders stopped Mosley
young East End supporters
(3/11/1937) : ‘For the whole once and for all at the Battle
from voting in what was
of Stepney the fascist vote
of Cable Street and his
called a ‘Dad’s and granddad’s was 19%, an overall increase’. support thereafter declined.
election’. Despite this
This fraudulent historical view
handicap, in March 1937
has continued to appear in
British Union won over 23%
history books and
of the vote in Limehouse.
autobiographies for over 75
Without that handicap it could
years. Only recently is the
have been over 50%.
truth beginning to emerge
This proved conclusively that
thanks to a new generation of
East London was a stronghold
enquiring academics and
of British Union and Mosley’s
historians unwilling to accept
Blackshirts had not been put
political myths for which there
is no substantiation.
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Political radicals often
In other words, the
businessman can become
shout, “Fascist!”,
government asks, “Is XYZ
wealthy in a Fascist country,
“Fascist!” at anyone who Enterprises good for our
and the government has no
doesn’t agree with their nation and our people?” If
objection to this (this is in
views. The term is
yes, it’s approved. If no, it’s stark contrast to
especially popular among not approved. When they ask, Communism). Fascism also
college students. But do “Is it good?”, they mean, “Is encourages private ownership
such people actually know XYZ Enterprises good for the of property (again, in stark
what Fascism is? Have
workers, do they pay a fair
contrast to Communism
they studied it?
wage, do they produce a
where private property is not
product or provide a service allowed).
Unfortunately, Fascism has an which advances our nation & In a nutshell, Fascism
undeserved bad reputation. our people technologically,
basically tells entrepreneurs,
Regardless of this reputation, morally, spiritually, health“Go ahead and start a
Fascism is a very sensible
wise, etc???” For example, a business, earn a lot of money,
economic and social ideology. pornography company would be successful, but don’t
There are a few different
not be allowed because
produce any products or
“flavors” of Fascism, but
pornography corrupts people services which damage our
basically they all come down generally and exploits &
nation and our nation’s
to the following.
degrades women particularly. people… and make sure you
First and foremost, Fascism is Also, “free” trade agreements treat your workers fair and
an economic system in which (such as what the U.S. has
pay them a living wage. If
a nation’s government plays a with China) would never be you don’t follow these rules,
central role in monitoring all allowed because such trade we’ll shut you down.”
banking, trade, production, agreements result in
With regard to banking, usury
and labor activity which takes companies sending jobs
is not allowed under Fascism.
place within the nation. Such overseas (where labor is dirt The government tightly
monitoring is done for the
cheap). Such an activity, of controls all aspects of
sole purpose of safeguarding course, would undermine a monetary policy, including
& advancing the nation and nation’s labor class. This is
terms of lending. The
its people. Under Fascism, the entirely unacceptable and
government issues/prints
government will not approve thus not allowed under a
money and lends it interest
of any business activity unless Fascist economic model.
free, as needed, to grow the
that business has a positive Fascism is based on free
economy and ultimately serve
impact on the nation as a
enterprise – but with
the citizens.
whole and the people of the constraints (the primary
The above is the economic
nation – this is the axiom
constraint being, “Is the
aspect of Fascism. There is
which determines everything particular economic activity in also a cultural/social aspect to
within the economic aspect of question good for our
Fascism as well. Under
Fascism.
nation/people?”). Also, a
Fascism, government plays a
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key role in monitoring: film, Communism where if you
people must stay true to two
theatre, art, literature, music, don’t like things, you better mental concepts throughout
education, etc in order to
keep your mouth shut. And, their lives: 1) the individual’s
maintain a high moral
of course, there is no option needs (themselves) and, 2)
standard, keep things clean to leave the country. You will the group’s needs (their
and respectable, promote a submit or else be sent to a re-nation)… always evaluating
strong sense of patriotism
education camp where you’ll how their individual actions
and honor, and prevent the be brainwashed to accept the affect the group. Thus
dissemination of depraved
Communist system. And if
Fascism rejects the selffilth which corrupts society. you still resist, you’ll probably centered “me me me”
With regard to political
be killed. Again, there is no mentality so common under
legislation introduced by a
leaving. Submit or suffer the Capitalism. For example, in a
Fascist government, the same consequences.
Fascist nation each person is
criteria is applied – “Will this Further, Fascism holds women expected to maintain a
proposed law benefit the
in very high regard. Women healthy diet & lifestyle. For if
nation as a whole and the
are the carriers of new life. not, they may become
people of our nation?”
They are expected to be
seriously ill and thus require
A few other things to
educated, worldly, and well expensive health care; this
mention. Fascism encourages read. Women are encouraged would negatively impact the
respect for the environment to pursue their interests and group (i.e., they’d become a
as Fascists understand that have a career but only if a
financial burden on the
nature is the giver of life and career won’t interfere with
nation).
thus must be preserved.
their family’s needs; family
Continuing this line of
Contrast this environmental comes first, always. Women thought, under Fascism all
philosophy with that of
are encouraged to be strong people of one’s ethnicity are
Capitalism which too often
yet feminine. Consistent with considered the greater family
takes the short term view
these ideas, Fascist art often of that person. Hence, a
with regard to natural
portrays women as heroic and Fascist nation is thought of as
resources and foolishly
even goddess-like.
one giant family of several
believes that pollution is a
In short, Fascism is a form of million people. Therefore, just
necessary byproduct of profit. government & social system as one mustn’t do anything to
Also, and somewhat related which authentically serves the hurt their brother or sister in
to environmental issues,
interests of the people and
their immediate family, under
Fascism holds very
nation as a whole. The word Fascism one mustn’t do
progressive views with regard “Fascism” comes from the
anything which would hurt
to animal rights.
Italian word “fascio” meaning the nation/group (i.e., the
Also, under Fascism, if a
“the group” or more
greater family). This is the
person doesn’t like things,
specifically, “in consideration essence of Fascism – a strong
he/she can leave the country. of the group.” Fascism is
consideration of the group
Contrast this with
rooted in the notion that
balanced with individualism.
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